
A BASIC INCOME FOR ALL 
PHILIPPE VAN PARIJS 

Entering the new millennium, I submit for discussion a pro
posal for the improvement of the human condition: namely, 
that everyone should be paid a universal basic income (UBI), 
at a level sufficient far subsistence. 

In a world in which a child under five dies of malnutrition 
every two seconds, and close to a third of the planet's popu
lation lives in a state of "extreme poverty" that often proves 
fatal, the global enactment of such a basic income proposal 
may seem wildly utopian. Readers may suspect it to be im
possible even in the wealthiest of OECD nations. 

Yet, in those nations, productivity, wealth, and national 
incomes have advanced sufficiently far to support an ade
quate UBI. And if enacted, a basic income would serve as a 
powerful instrument of social justice: it wo':..ld pron,:ote re.~l 
freedom for all by providing the material resources that peo
ple need to pursue their aims. At the same time, it would 
help to solve the policy dilemmas of poverty and unemploy
ment, and serve ideals associated with both the feminist and 
green movements. So I will argue. 

I am convinced, along with many others in Europe, that
far from being utopian-a UBI makes common sense in the 
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current context of the European Union. 1 As Brazilian sena
tor Eduardo Suplicy has argued, it is also relevant to less
developed countries-not only because it helps keep alive 
the remote promise of a high level of social solidarity with
out the perversity of high unemployment, but also because 
it can inspire and guide more modest immediate reforms.2 

And if a UBI makes sense in Europe and in less developed 
countries, why should it not make equally good (or perhaps 
better) sense in North America?3 After all, the United 
States is the only country in the world in which a UBI is al
ready in place: in 1999, the Alaska Permanent Fund paid 
each person of whatever age"';,ho 'h;ib~;~ li;ing 'in Alaska 
for at least one year an annual UBI of $1,680. This payment 
admittedly falls far short of subsisten.Ce;btrti't has nonethe
less become far from negligible two decades after its incep
tion. Moreover, there was a public debate about UBI in the 
United States long before it started in Europe. In 1967, No
bel economist James Tobin published the first technical arti
cle on the subject, and a few years later, he convinced George 
McGovern to promote a UBI, then called "demogrant," in 
his 1972 presidential campaign.4 

To be sure, after this short public life the UBI sank into 
near-oblivion in North America. For good reasons? I believe 
not. There are many relevant differences between the 
United States and the European Union in terms of labor 
markets, educational systems, and ethnic makeup. But none 
of them makes the UBI intrinsically less appropriate for the 
United States than for the European Union. More impor-
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tant are the significant differences in the balance of political 
forces. In the United States, far more than in Europe, the 
political viability of a proposal is deeply affected by how 
much it caters to the tastes of wealthy campaign donors. 
This is bound to be a serious additional handicap for any 
proposal that aims to expand options for, and empower, the 
least wealthy. But let's not turn necessity into virtue, and 
sacrifice justice in the name of increased political feasibility. 
When fighting to reduce the impact of economic inequal
ities on the political agenda, it is essential, in the United 
States as elsewhere, to propose, explore, and advocate ideas 
that are ethically compelling and make economic sense, 
even when their political feasibility remains uncertain. So
bered, cautioned, and strengthened by Europe's debate of 
the last two decades, here is my modest contribution to this 
task. 

UBI DEFINED 

By universal basic income I mean anj_ncome paid by a gov~rn

ment, at a unifor~_leveJ~_1.1.~-~t _!~_gl1~£J1.!!_~£.~~}s, to each 
adult member of society. The grant is paid, and its level is 
fixed, irrespective of whether the person is rich or poor, lives 
alone or with others, is willing to work or not. In most ver
sions-certainly in mine-it is granted not only to citizens, 
b~~ll permanent residents. ---- . 

The UBI is called "basic" because it is something on 
which a person can safely count, a material foundation on 
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which a life can firmly rest. Any other income-whether in 
cash or in kind, from work or savings, from the market or the 
state-can lawfully be added to it. On the other hand, noth
ing in the definition of UBI, as it is here understood, con
nects it to some notion of "basic needs." A UBI, as defined, 
can fall short of or exceed what is regarded as necessary to a 
decent existence. 

I . .f~U .. l:.i..Ll:ijghts..t s~~!?-iE~E!~~~~~p~e, and believe 
that all the richer countries can now afford to pay a basic in-
come above subsistence. But advocates of a UBI do not need 
to press for a basic income at this level right away. In fact, the 
easiest and safest way forward, though details may differ 
considerably from one country to another, is likely to consist 
of enacting a UBI first at a level below subsistence, and then 
increasing it over time. 

The idea of the UBI is at least a hundred and fifty years 
old. Its two earliest known formulations were inspired by 
Charles Fourier, the prolific French utopian socialist. In 
1848, while Karl Marx was finishing off the Communist 
Manifesto around the corner, the Brussels-based Fourierist 
author Joseph Char lier published Solution of the Social Prob
lem, in which he argued for a "territorial dividend" owed to 
each citizen by virtue of our equal ownership of the nation's 
territory. The following year, John Stuart Mill published a 
new edition of his Principles of Political Economy, which 
contains a sympathetic presentation of Fourierism ("the 
most skillfully combined, and with the greatest foresight of 
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objections, of all the forms of Socialism") rephrased so as to 
yield an unambiguous UBI proposal: "In the distribution, a 
certain minimum is first assigned for the subsistence of 
every member of the community, whether capable or not of 
labour. The remainder of the produce is shared in certain 
proportions, to be determined beforehand, among the three 
elements, Labour, Capital, and Talent."5 

Under various labels-"state bonus," "national dividend," 
"social dividend," "citizen's wage," "citizen's income," "uni
versal grant," "basic income," etc.-the idea of a UBI was 
repeatedly taken up in intellectual circles throughout the 
twentieth century. It was seriously discussed by left-wing 
academics such as G.D. H. Cole and James Meade in En
gland between the World Wars and, via Abba Lerner, it 
seems to have inspired Milton Friedman's proposal for a 
"negative income tax."6 But only since the late 1970s has the 
idea gained real political currency in a number of European 
countries, starting with the Netherlands and Denmark. A 
number of political parties, usually green or "left-liberal" 
(in the European sense), have now made it part of their 
official party program. 

UBI AND EXISTING PROGRAMS 

To appreciate the significance of this interest and support, it 
is important to understand how a UBI differs from existing 
benefit schemes. It obviously differs from traditional social
insurance based income-maintenance institutions (such as 
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Social Security), whose benefits are restricted to wage work
ers who have contributed enough out of their past earnings 
to become eligible. But it also differs from Western Euro
pean or North American conditional minimum-income 
schemes (such as welfare). 

Many, indeed most West European countries introduced 
some form of guaranteed minimum-income scheme at 
some point after World War Il.7 But these schemes remain 
conditional. To receive an income grant a beneficiary must 
meet more or less stringent variants of the following three 
requirements: if she is able to work, she must be willing to 
accept a suitable job, or to undergo suitable training, if 
offered; she must pass a means test, in the sense that she is 
only entitled to the benefit if there are grounds to believe 
that she has no access to a sufficient income from other 
sources; and her household situation must meet certain cri
teria-it matters, for example, whether she lives on her own, 
with a person who has a job, with a jobless person, etc. By 
contrast, a UBI does not require satisfaction of any of 
these conditions. 

Adv~_ca,t~~-<:>f a ~!3-.~.J:?~Y.!J?.~-~-g~e,rally d2" not, pro_p_ose it 
as_.~Jull _s_ll_!:>stit~.!.~J<:>!~-~~g;ting_~:ggdj!i911.~J transfers. Most 
supporters want to keep-possibly in simplified forms and 
necessarily at reduced levels-publicly organized social in
surance and disability compensation schemes that would 
supplement the unconditional income while remaining 
subject to the usual conditions. Indeed, if a government im-
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plemented an unconditional income that was too small to 
cover basic needs-which, as I previously noted, would al
most certainly be the case at first-UBI advocates would 
not want to eliminate the existing conditional minimum
income schemes, but only to readjust their levels. 

In the context of Europe's most developed welfare states, 
for example, one might imagine the immediate introduc
tion of universal child benefits and a strictly individual, 
noncontributory basic pension as full substitutes for ex
isting means-tested benefit schemes for the young and the 
elderly. Indeed, some of these countries already have such 
age-restricted UBis for the young and the elderly. Contrib
utory retirement insurance schemes, whether obligatory or 
optional, would top up the basic pension. 

As for the working-age population, advocates of a uni
versal minimum income could, in the short term, settle for 
a "partial" (less-than-subsistence) but strictly individual 
UBI, initially pitched at, say, half the current guaranteed 
minimum income for a single person. In U.S. terms, that 
would be about $250 per month, or $3,ooo a year. For house
holds whose net earnings are insufficient to reach the so
cially defined subsistence level, this unconditional and in
dividual floor would be supplemented by means-tested 
benefits, differentiated according to household size and sub
jected, as they are now, to some work requirements. 
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UBI AND SOME ALTERNATIVES 

While the UBI is different from traditional income main
tenance schemes, it also differs from a number of other 
innovative proposals that have attracted recent attention. 
Perhaps closest to a UBI are various negative income tax 
(NIT) proposals. 8 

NIT 

Though the details vary, the basic idea of a negative in
come tax is to grant each citizen a basic income, but in the 
form of a refundable tax credit. From the personal tax lia
bility of each household, one subtracts the sum of the basic 
incomes of its members. If the difference is positive, a tax 
needs to be paid. If it is negative, a benefit (or negative tax) 
is paid by the government to the household. In principle, 
one can achieve exactly the same distribution of post-tax
and-transfer income among households with a UBI or with 
an NIT. Indeed, the NIT might be cheaper to run, since it 
avoids the to-and-fro that results from paying a basic in
come to those with a substantial income and then taxing it 
back. 

Still, a UBI has three major advantages over an NIT. 
First, any NIT scheme would have the desired effects on 
poverty only if it was supplemented by a system of advance 
payments sufficient to keep people from starving before 
their tax forms are examined at the end of the fiscal year. But 
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from what we know of social welfare programs, ignorance 
or confusion is bound to prevent some people from getting 
access to such advance payments. The higher rate of take
up that is bound to be associated with a UBI scheme matters 
greatly to anyone who wants to fight poverty. 

Second, although an NIT could in principle be individu
alized, it operates most naturally and is usually proposed at 
the household level. As a result, even if the inter-household 
distribution of income were exactly the same under an NIT 
and the corresponding UBI, the intra-houseg_g!sL~u

tio!:_'!g~~§.E.J~~~--y_nesu~L~n~~jJBf In particular, 
under current circumstances, the income that directly ac
crues to women will be considerably higher under the UBI 
than the NIT, since the latter tends to ascribe to the house
hold's higher earner at least part of the tax credit of the low
or non-earning partner. 

Third, a UBI can be expected to deal far better than an 
NIT with an important aspect of the "unemployment trap" 
that is stressed by social workers but generally overlooked by 
economists. Whether it makes any sense for an unemployed 
person to look for or accept a job does not depend only on the 
difference between income at work and out of work. What 
deters people from getting out to work is often a reasonable 
fear of uncertainty. While they try a new job, or just af
ter they lose one, the regular flow of benefits is often in
terrupted. The risk of administrative time lags-especially 
among people who may have a limited knowledge of their 
entitlements and the fear of going into debt, or for people 
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who are likely to have no savings to fall back on-may make 
sticking to benefits the wisest option. Unlike an NIT, a UBI 
provides a firm basis of income that keeps flowing whether 
one is in or out of work. And it is therefore far better suited 
to handle this aspect of the poverty trap. 

The Stakeholder Society 

UBI also differs from the lump-sum grant, or "stake," 
that Thomas Paine and Orestes Brownson-and, more re
cently, Bruce Ackerman and Anne Alstott-have suggested 
be universally awarded to citizens at their maturity in a 
refashioned "stakeholder society."9 Ackerman and Alstott 
propose that, upon reaching age twenty-one, every citi
zen, rich or poor, should be awarded a lump-sum stake of 
$80,000. This money can be used in any way its recipient 
wishes-from investing in the stock market or paying for 
college fees to blowing it all in a wild night of gambling. The 
stake is not conditioned on recipients being "deserving," or 
having shown any interest in contributing to society. Fund
ing would be provided bya 2 percent wealth tax, which could 
be gradually replaced over time (assuming a fair proportion 
of recipients ended their lives with enough assets) by a 
lump-sum estate tax of $80,000 (in effect requiring the re
cipient to pay back the stake). 

I am not opposed to a wealth or estate tax, nor do I think 
it is a bad idea to give everyone a little stake to get going with 
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their adult life. Moreover, giving a large stake at the begin
ning of adult life might be regarded as formally equiva
lent-with some freedom added-to giving an equivalent 
amount as a life-long unconditional income. After all, if the 
stake is assumed to be paid back at the end of a person's life, 
as it is in the Ackerman and Alstott proposal, the equivalent 
annual amount is simply the stake multiplied by the real rate 
of interest, say an amount in the (very modest) order of 
$2,ooo annually, or hardly more than Alaska's dividend. If 
instead people are entitled to consume their stake through 
life-and who would stop them?-the equivalent annual 
income would be significantly higher. 

Whatever the level, given the choice between an initial 
endowment and an equivalent lifelong UBI, we should go 
for the latter. Endowme~~-~!~-~ife with opportunities for 
~Ste, especially ;un_()i{g those l~~~- ;;arequipped-by-bfrth 
and background to make use of the opportunity the stake 
supplies. To achieve, on an ongoing basis, the goal of some 
baseline income maintenance, it would therefore be neces
sary to keep a means-tested welfare system, and we would 
be essentially back to our starting point-the need and de
sirability of a UBI as an alternative to current provisions. 

WHY A UBI? 

So much for definitions and distinctions. Let us now turn to 
the central case for a UBI. 
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justice 

The main argument for UBI is founded on a view of jus
tice. Social justice, I believe, requires that our institutions 
be designed to best secure real freedom to all. 10 Such a real
libertarian conception of justice combines two ideas. First, 
the members of society should be formally free, with a well
enforced structure of property rights and personal liberties. 
What matters to a real libertarian, however, is not only the 
protection of individual rights, but assurances of the real 
value of those rights: we need to be concerned not only with 
liberty, but, in John Rawls's phrase, with the "worth of lib
erty." At first approximation, the worth or real v~ll!~ of a 
person's liberty depends on the r~·~()~'E~~t&v.ir~oJ:ias at 
her commafid t6"ir1a:Ke-~u~.~ ··c;y ]}e,r .li~rty. So it is therefore 
nec~ssaryth'~t"'th;·ai~tribution of opportunity-under
stood as access to the means that people need for doing what 
they might want to do-be designed to offer the greatest 
possible real opportunity to those with fewest opportuni
ties, subject to everyone's formal freedom being respected. 

This notion of a just, free society needs to be specified and 
clarified in many respects. 11 But in the eyes of anyone who 
finds it attractive, there cannot but be a strong presumption 
in favor of UBI. A cash grant to all, no questions asked, no 
strings attached, at the highest sustainable level, can hardly 
fail to advance that ideal. Or if it does not, the burden of ar
gument lies squarely on the side of the challengers. 
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jobs and Growth 

A second way to make the case for UBI is more policy
oriented. A UBI might be seen as a way to solve the apparent 
dilemma between a European-style combination of limited 
poverty and high unemployment and an American-style 
combination of low unemployment and widespread pov
erty. The argument can be spelled out schematically as 
follows. 

For over two decades, most Western European countries 
have been experiencing massive unemployment. Even at the 
peak of the jobs cycle, millions of Europeans are vainly 
seeking work. How can this problem be tackled? For a 
while, the received wisdom was to deal with massive unem
ployment by speeding up the rate of growth. But consider
ing the speed with which technological progress was elim
inating jobs, it became apparent that a fantastic rate of 
growth would be necessary even to keep employment stable, 
let alone reduce the number of unemployed. For environ
mental and other reasons, such a rate of growth would not 
be desirable. An alternative strategy was to consider a sub
stantial reduction in workers' earnings. By reducing the rel
ative cost of labor, technology could be redirected in such a 
way that fewer jobs were sacrificed. A more modest and 
therefore sustainable growth rate might then be able to sta
bilize and gradually reduce present levels of unemployment. 
But this could only be achieved at the cost of imposing an 
unacceptable standard of living on a large part of the popu-
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lation, all the more unacceptable because a reduction in 
wages would require a parallel reduction in unemployment 
benefits and other replacement incomes, so as to preserve 
work incentives. 

If we reject both accelerated growth and reduced earnings, 
must we also give up on full employment? Yes, if by full em
ployment we mean a situation in which virtually everyone 
who wants a full-time job can obtain one that is both 
affordable for the employer without any subsidy and afford
able for the worker without any additional benefit. But per
haps not, if we are willing to redefine full employment by 
either shortening the working week, paying subsidies to 
employers, or paying subsidies to employees. 

A first option, particularly fashionable in France at the 
moment, consists in a social redefinition of "full time"
that is, a reduction in maximum working time, typically in 
the form of a reduction in the standard length of the work
ing week. The underlying idea is to ration jobs: because 
there are not enough jobs for everyone who would like one, 
let us not allow a subset to appropriate them all. 

On closer scrutiny, however, this strategy is less helpful 
than it might seem. If the aim is to reduce unemployment, 
the reduction in the work week must be dramatic enough to 
more than offset the rate of productivity growth. If this dra
matic reduction is matched by a proportional fall in earn
ings, the lowest wages will then fall-unacceptably-below 
the social minimum. If, instead, total earnings are main-
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tained at the same level, if only for the less well paid, labor 
costs will rise. The effect on unemployment will then be re
duced, if not reversed, as the pressure to eliminate the less 
skilled jobs through mechanization is stepped up. In other 
words, a dramatic reduction in working time looks bound to 
be detrimental to the least qualified jobs-either because it 
kills the supply (they pay less than replacement incomes) or 
because it kills the demand (they cost firms a lot more per 
hour than they used to). 

It does not follow that the reduction of the standard 
working week can play no role in a strategy for reducing un
employment without increasing poverty. But to avoid the 
dilemma thus sketched, it needs to be coupled with explicit 
or implicit subsidies to low-paid jobs. For example, a reduc
tion of the standard working week did play a role in the so
called "Dutch miracle"-the fact that, in the last decade or 
so, jobs expanded much faster in the Netherlands than else
where in Europe. But this was mainly as a result of the stan
dard working week falling below firms' usual operating time 
and thereby triggering a restructuring of work organization 
that involved far more part-time jobs. But these jobs could 
not have developed without the large implicit subsidies they 
enjoy, in the Netherlands, by virtue of a universal basic pen
sion, universal child benefits, and a universal health care 
system. 

Any strategy for reducing unemployment without increas
ing poverty depends, then, on some variety of the active wel-
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fare state-that is, a welfare state that does not subsidize 
passivity (the unemployed, the retired, the disabled, etc.) 
but systematically and permanently (if modestly) subsidizes 
productive activities. Such subsidies can take many different 
forms. At one extreme they can take the form of general 
subsidies to employers at a level that is gradually reduced as 
the hourly wage rate increases. Edmund Phelps has advo
cated a scheme of this sort, restricted to full-time workers, 
for the United States.12 In Europe, this approach usually 
takes the form of proposals to abolish employers' social 
security contributions on the lower earnings while main
taining the workers' entitlements to the same level of bene
fits. 

At the other extreme we find the UBI, which can also be 
understood as a subsidy, but one paid to the employee (or po
tential employee), thereby giving her the option of accept
ing a job with a lower hourly wage or with shorter hours than 
she otherwise could. In between, there are a large number of 
other schemes, such as the U.S. Earned Income Tax Credit 
and various benefit programs restricted to people actually 
working or actively looking for full-time work. 

A general employment subsidy and a UBI are very simi
lar in terms of the underlying economic analysis and, in 
part, in what they aim to achieve. For example, both address 
head-on the dilemma mentioned in connection with reduc
tions in work time: they make it possible for the least skilled 
to be employed at a lower cost to their employer, without 
thereby impoverishing workers. 
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The two approaches are, however, fundamentally dif
ferent in one respect. With employer subsidies, the pressure 
to take up employment is kept intact, possibly even in
creased; with a UBI, that pressure is reduced. This is not 
because permanent idleness becomes an attractive option: 
even a large UBI cannot be expected to secure a comfortable 
standard of living on its own. Instead, a UBI makes it easier 
to take a break between two jobs, reduce working time, 
make room for more training, take up self-employment, or 
join a cooperative. And with a UBI, workers will only take 
a job if they find it suitably attractive, while employer sub
sidies make unattractive, low-productivity jobs more eco
nomically viable. If the motive in combating unemploy
ment is not some sort of work fetishism-an obsession with 
keeping everyone busy-but rather a concern to give every 
person the possibility of taking up gainful employment in 
which she can find recognition and accomplishment, then 
the UBI is to be preferred. 

Feminist and Green Concerns 

A third piece of the argument for a UBI takes particular 
note of its contribution to realizing the promise of the femi
nist and green movements. The contribution to the first 
should be obvious. Given the sexist division of labor in the 
household and the special "caring" functions that women 
disproportionately bear, their labor market participation, 
and range of choice in jobs, is far more constrained than 
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tho.se of men. Both in terms of direct impact on the inter
individual distribution of income and the longer-term im
pact on job options, a UBI is therefore bound to benefit 
women far more than men. Some of them, no doubt, will 
use the greater material freedom UBI provides to reduce 
their paid working time and thereby lighten the "double 
shift" at certain periods of their lives. But who can sincerely 
believe that working subject to the dictates of a boss for forty 
hours a week is a path to liberation? Moreover, it is not only 
against the tyranny of bosses that a UBI supplies some pro
tection, but also against the tyranny of husbands and bu
reaucrats. It provides a modest but secure basis on which the 
more vulnerable can stand, as marriages collapse or admin
istrative discretion is misused. 

To discuss the connection between UBI and the green 
movement, it is useful to view the latter as an alliance of two 
components. Very schematically, the environmental compo
nent's central concern is with the pollution generated by in
dustrial society. Its central objective is the establishment of 
a society that can be sustained by its physical environment. 
The green-alternative component's central concern, on the 
other hand, is with the alienation generated by industrial so
ciety. Its central objective is to establish a society in which 
people spend a great deal of their time on "autonomous" ac
tivities, ruled by neither the market nor the state. For both 
components, there is something very attractive in the idea of 
a UBI. 

The environmentalists' chief foe is productivism, the ob-
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sessive pursuit of economic growth. And one of the most 
powerful justifications for fast growth, in particular among 
the working class and its organizations, is the fight against 
unemployment. The UBI, as argued above, is a coherent 
strategy for tackling unemployment without relying on 
faster growth. The availability of such a strategy under
mines the broad productivist coalition and thereby improves 
the prospects for realizing environmentalist objectives in a 
world in which pollution (even in the widest sense) is not the 
only thing most people care about. 

Green-alternatives should also be attracted to basic in
come proposals, for a UBI can be viewed as a general subsidy 
financed by the market and state spheres to the benefit of the 
autonomous sphere. This is in part because the UBI gives 
everyone some real freedom-as opposed to a sheer right
to withdraw from paid employment in order to perform au
tonomous activities, such as grass-roots militancy or unpaid 
care work. But part of the impact also consists in giving the 
least well endowed greater power to turn down jobs that they 
do not find sufficiently fulfilling, and thereby creating in
centives to design and offer less alienated employment. 

SOME OBJECTIONS 

Suppose everything I have said thus far is persuasive: that 
the UBI, if it could be instituted, would be a natural and at
tractive way of ensuring a fair distribution of real freedom, 
fighting unemployment without increasing poverty, and 
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promoting the central goals of both the feminist and the 
green movements. What are the objections? 

Perhaps the most common is that a UBI would cost too 
much. Such a statement is of course meaningless if the 
amount and the scale is left unspecified. At a level of $!50 per 
month and per person, a UBI is obviously affordable in some 
places, since this is the monthly equivalent of what every 
Alaskan receives as an annual dividend. Could one afford a 
UBI closer to the poverty line? By simply multiplying the 
poverty threshold for a one-person household by the popu
lation of a country, one soon reaches scary amounts-often 
well in excess of the current level of total government ex
penditure. 

But these calculations are misleading. A wide range of 
existing benefits can be abolished or reduced once a UBI is 
in place. And for most people of working age, the basic in
come and the increased taxes (most likely in the form of an 
abolition of exemptions and of low tax rates for the lowest 
income brackets) required to pay for it will largely offset 
each other. In a country such as the United States, which has 
developed a reasonably effective revenue collection system, 
what matters is not the gross cost but its distributive im
pact-which could easily work out the same for a UBI or 
an NIT. 

Estimates of the net budgetary cost of various UBI and 
NIT schemes have been made both in Europe and the 
United States.13 Obviously, the more comprehensive and 
generous existing means-tested minimum-income schemes 
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are, the more limited the net cost of a UBI scheme at a given 
level. But the net cost is also heavily affected by two other 
factors. Does the scheme aim to achieve an effective rate of 
taxation (and hence of disincentive to work) at the lower end 
of the distribution of earnings that is no higher than the tax 
rates higher up? And does it give the same amount to each 
member of a couple as to a single person? If the answer is 
positive on both counts, a scheme that purports to lift every 
household out of poverty has a very high net cost, and would 
therefore generate major shifts in the income distribution, 
not only from richer to poorer households, but also from sin
gle people to couples.14 This does not mean that it is "un
affordable," but that a gradual approach is required if sudden 
sharp falls in the disposable incomes of some households are 
to be avoided. A basic income or negative income tax at the 
household level is one possible option. A strictly individual, 
but "partial" basic income, with means-tested income sup
plements for single adult households, is another. 

A second frequent objection is that a UBI would have 
perverse labor supply effects. (In fact, some American in
come maintenance experiments in the r97os showed such 
effects.) The first response should be: "So what?" Boosting 
the labor supply is no aim in itsel£ No one can reasonably 
want an overworked, hyperactive society. Give people of all 
classes the opportunity to reduce their working time or even 
take a complete break from work in order to look after their 
children or elderly relatives. You will not only save on pris
ons and hospitals. You will also improve the human capital 
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of the next generation. A modest UBI is a simple and effec
tive instrument in the service of keeping a socially and eco
nomically sound balance between the supply of paid labor 
and the rest of our lives. 

It is of the greatest importance that our tax-and-transfer 
systems not trap the least skilled, or those whose options are 
limited for some other reason, in a situation of idleness and 
dependency. But it is precisely awareness of this risk that has 
been the most powerful factor in arousing public interest for 
a UBI in those European countries in which a substantial 
means-tested guaranteed minimum income had been oper
ating for some time. It would be absurd to deny that such 
schemes depress in undesirable ways workers' willingness to 
accept low-paid jobs and stick with them, and therefore also 
employers' interest in designing and offering such jobs. But 
reducing the level or security of income support, on the pat
tern of the United States 1996 welfare reform, is not the only 
possible response. Reducing the various dimensions of the 
unemployment trap by turning means-tested schemes into 
universal ones is another. Between these two routes, there 
cannot be much doubt about what is to be preferred by peo
ple committed to combining a sound economy and a fair 
society-as opposed to boosting labor supply to the max

imum. 
A third objection is moral rather than simply pragmatic. 

A UBI, it is often said, gives the undeserving poor some
thing for nothing. According to one version of this objec
tion, a UBI conflicts with the fundamental principle of reci-
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procity: the idea that people who receive benefits should 
respond in kind by making contributions. Precisely because 
it is unconditional, it assigns benefits even to those who 
make no social contribution-who spend their mornings 
bickering with their partner, surf off Malibu in the after
noon, and smoke pot all night. 

One might respond by simply asking how many would 
actually choose this life? How many, compared to the 
countless people who spend most of their days doing so
cially useful but unpaid work? Everything we know sug
gests that nearly all people seek to make some contribution. 
And many of us believe that it would be positively awful to 
try to turn all socially useful contributions into waged em
ployment. On this background, even the principle "To each 
according to her contribution" justifies a modest UBI as part 
of its best feasible institutional implementation. 

But a more fundamental reply is available. True, a UBI is 
undeserved good news for the idle surfer. But this good 
news is ethically indistinguishable from the undeserved 
luck that massively affects the present distribution of 
wealth, income, and leisure. Our race, gender, and citizen
ship, how educated and wealthy we are, how gifted in math 
and how fluent in English, how handsome and even how 
ambitious, are overwhelmingly a function of who our par
ents happened to be and of other equally arbitrary contin
gencies. Not even the most narcissistic self-made man could 
think that he fixed the parental dice in advance of entering 
this world. Such gifts of luck are unavoidable and, if they 
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are fairly distributed, unobjectionable. A minimum condi
tion for a fair distribution is that everyone should be guaran
teed a modest share of these undeserved gifts. 15 Nothing 
could achieve this more securely than a UBI. 

Such a moral argument will not be sufficient in reshaping 
the politically possible. But it may well prove crucial. With
out needing to deny the importance of work and the role 
of personal responsibility, it will save us from being over
impressed by a fashionable political rhetoric that justifies 
bending the least advantaged more firmly under the yoke. It 
will make us even more confident about the rightness of a 
universal basic income than about the rightness of universal 
suffrage. I twill make ns even more comfortable about every
one being entitled to an income, even the lazy, than about 
everyone being entitled to a vote, even the incompetent. 
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